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heaped up, form a pyramid reaching unto heaven, while the
total sacrifices of all other peoples put together would but
reach the knee of a child/' We begin to get uneasy, however,
when we read that France alone has the right to " teach
herself" to her children as a faith and a religion, because she
has gone furthest in confusing her interest and her destinies
with those of mankind, because her great legend, national yet
human, is the only complete and the most coherent of all,
that which by its historical causation is the most in harmony
with the exigencies of reason. This worship of the country
" as a dogma and a fundamental principle "—what sinister
shadows it awakens: Napoleon, Bismarck, Mussolini! And
any hope that this passion for the nation might remain free
from either military glory or anti-foreign prejudice is dispelled
by the statement on another page that " the French army is
a sacrifice offered by France to the world, the defence of the
world, the reserves against the invasion of the barbarians," x
his hymn of praise to the French army ending in the glorifica-
tion of the " sacred bayonets of France " of " those troops
among whom, and among whom only, go together force and
idea, gallantry and right, everywhere else separate." And where
is the foe to be found? "At the two ends of Europe, across
the Continent and across the Channel: Russia and England,
these two weak and swollen giants who deceive Europe—
particularly the English, who (like the Germans) are incapable
of understanding what you mean by freedom ; the rivalry
of England will prevent the sacred fire from dying out in the
breast of French manufacturers": England (and Germany
too, for that matter) is foreign to the great world tradition
which is Roman-Christian-democratic ; what they borrow from
it they do not assimilate, and both lack in their physical
and moral life that harmony between life and theory which
characterizes France.
Were this complacent self-adulation but an isolated phenom-
enon severely blamed by French critics it could be dismissed
in few words, or indeed passed over with the contemptuous
silence which self-worship deserves. Unfortunately, the
1 Russia is meant.
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